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Abstract – This paper proposes a transformerless 

double-conversion UPS, which uses a regenerative 

Undeland snubber to regenerate the energy from 

switching losses to the dc bus. The regenerative circuit 

uses a simple buck-boost QSC (Quasi-Square-Wave) ZVS 

(Zero Voltage Switching) converter. This auxiliary 

commutation circuit includes only one active switch and 

its operation is independent of the UPS operation mode. 

A detailed methodology is included to design the main 

components of the auxiliary commutation circuit. 

Experimental results based on a 1.3 kVA prototype are 

presented for distinct operation modes to verify the 

feasibility of the proposed UPS. 

 

Keywords – Double-conversion UPS, soft-commutation, 

transformerless. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Double-conversion UPSs (Uninterruptible Power Systems) 

are largely used to protect critical loads, because they present 

several advantages: (i) low-THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) 

output voltages can be synthesized with amplitude and 

frequency independent of the respective values of the input 

voltages, (ii) zero transfer time can be accomplished when 

utility grid fails, and (iii) it is possible to obtain a high input 

power factor [1], [2]. Among several configurations of 

double-conversion UPSs, transformerless UPSs have been 

widely employed at power ratings below 40 kVA [3]. As 

these UPSs do not use conventional bulky and heavy 

transformers, they are a compact and cost-effective solution 

for several environments, such as office rooms [3]–[7]. 

Although double-conversion UPSs present several 

advantages, they usually have a smaller efficiency by 

comparing them with passive-standby UPSs, because there 

are two power conversion stages. Therefore, it is necessary to 

analyze alternatives to reduce conduction and switching 

losses of these UPSs. An option is to use auxiliary 

commutation circuits, such as passive snubbers [8]-[13] and 

soft-commutation cells [14]-[22], which have been employed 

in several converters to reduce the switching losses and the 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). However, these auxiliary 

circuits increase the number of components, and therefore the 

cost and the complexity of the overall system. This complexity 

is enlarged for multi-stage power conversion system, such as 

double-conversion UPSs, so that it is imperious to introduce 

techniques to reduce the number of additional components 

and, mainly, active switches [23], [24]. 

A well-known passive snubber was proposed by Undeland 

[8]. It transfers the energy from switching losses to a 

clamping capacitor, but it is not capable to regenerate this 

energy that should be dissipated on a resistor. As an attempt 

to minimize the switching losses, some works introduced 

some modifications in the Undeland snubber to regenerate 

the switching losses [9]-[13] 

Aiming to improve the efficiency, a buck-boost QSC 

(Quasi-Square-Wave) ZVS (Zero Voltage Switching) 

converter was added to a three-phase PWM inverter with a 

modified Undeland snubber to transfer the energy stored in 

the clamping capacitor to the dc bus [25], [26]. This auxiliary 

commutation circuit can regenerate the energy from n-leg 

converters with only one inductor and one active switch, 

which operates under ZVS, and it operates independently of 

main switches. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a transformerless double-

conversion UPS, which uses a modified Undeland snubber 

and a simple buck-boost converter to regenerate the energy 

from switching losses to the dc bus. A detailed methodology 

is included to design the main components of the auxiliary 

commutation circuit. Experimental results based on a 

1.3 kVA prototype are presented for distinct operation modes 

to verify the feasibility of the proposed UPS. 

II. UPS DESCRIPTION 

Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of the transformerless 

double-conversion UPS under study, which is composed of a 

half-bridge rectifier, a step-down/step-up bidirectional 

converter for battery bank charge/discharge and a half-bridge 

inverter [4]. The rectifier has a filter inductor (Li), two 

switches (S1 and S2) and two diodes (D1 and D2). The 

bidirectional converter is composed of two switches (S3 and 

S4), two diodes (D3 and D4) and one inductor (Lb) connected 

to the battery bank. The inverter has two switches (S5 and 

S6), two diodes (D5 and D6) and an output LC filter (Lo and 

Co) to minimize the high-frequency harmonics of the ac 

output voltage waveform. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Transformerless double-conversion UPS under study. 
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This UPS presents some advantages, such as: 

• reduced number of components; 

• reduced battery bank voltage; 

• semiconductors can be implemented in a single power 

module; 

• common neutral connection between input and output. 

Thus, it is not necessary to use an isolation 

transformer to implement the bypass switch. 

On the other hand, for the same ac output voltage level, 

the voltage across the semiconductors is twice that of the 

full-bridge-based topologies. 

This UPS has two operation modes, according to the 

utility grid state: 

• Normal mode: it occurs when the utility voltage is 

within adequate limits. The half-bridge rectifier 

operates as a PFC (Power Factor Correction) 

converter and it regulates the voltages across the dc-

bus capacitors. The bidirectional converter operates as 

a buck converter to charge the battery bank. The 

inverter synthesizes a sinusoidal voltage with reduced 

harmonic content to the ac loads. 

• Backup mode: it occurs when the ac input supply is out 

of UPS preset tolerances. At this mode, the 

bidirectional converter acts as a dc-dc boost converter 

to maintain the total dc-bus voltage vdc regulated. The 

inductor Li is connected to the ground by the switch Sw1 

and the half-bridge rectifier maintains the voltages 

across the dc-bus capacitors balanced and equal to vdc/2 

[27]. The half-bridge inverter maintains the ac output 

voltage during a specified battery discharge time. 

By occurring an UPS fault, the states of Sw1 and Sw2 are 

modified so that the utility voltage source is connected 

directly to the load. 

III. UPS WITH AUXILIARY COMMUTATION CIRCUITS 

Figure 2 presents an alternative to reduce the 

electromagnetic interference and the switching losses of the 

double-conversion UPS shown in Figure 1. Passive snubbers 

are used to transfer the energy from switching losses to a 

clamping capacitor. This energy could be dissipated on a 

resistor, but the efficiency of the overall system would be 

penalized. On the other hand, an interesting option to 

increase the efficiency is to include a single regenerative 

circuit to transfer the energy stored in the clamping capacitor, 

for instance, to the dc bus. 

Based on this concept, a modified Undeland snubber was 

included in the UPS presented in Figure 1 to transfer the 

switching losses and, therefore, to alleviate the main 

switches. This snubber has some important advantages, such 

as the utilization of only one inductor, which is common to 

all UPS legs, and the clamping capacitor is connected above 

the dc bus. By comparing it with the original Undeland 

snubber [8], the number of magnetic elements is reduced as 

well as the voltage across the clamping capacitor. 

The transformerless double-conversion UPS with the 

modified Undeland snubber can be seen in Figure 3. As 

mentioned before, this snubber transfers the energy from 

switching losses to a clamping capacitor Cs and dissipates it 

on a resistor Rd. 

 
Fig. 2.  Simplified block diagram of the proposed UPS. 

 

Fig. 3.  Proposed UPS circuit. 
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Alternatively, it is possible to include a converter to 

regenerate the energy stored in Cs. Therefore, a buck-boost 

QSC-ZVS converter [26] is included in the UPS to 

regenerate this energy, removing the resistor Rd. The 

connection of this regenerative circuit to the double-

conversion UPS is shown in Figure 3. It is important to 

highlight again that the resistor Rd is not necessary if the 

regenerative buck-boost converter is included. 

The buck-boost converter can be designed to operate 

under soft-commutation, increasing the efficiency, reducing 

the electromagnetic interference and, therefore, improving 

the overall performance of the double-conversion UPS. An 

equivalent circuit to analyze the operation of the regenerative 

buck-boost converter is presented in Figure 4. At this circuit, 

the voltage across the capacitor Cs is considered a dc voltage 

source and the voltages across the dc bus capacitors are 

replaced by a single dc voltage source. The intrinsic 

capacitances of the semiconductors were also considered. 

Based on this equivalent circuit, the operation of the 

regenerative circuit can be concisely described as follows 

[25]: initially, the switch Sr1 is turned on and the energy is 

transferred from dc source VCs to inductor Lr. After, the 

switch Sr1 is turned off and the current circulates through Cr1 

and Cr2, charging Cr1 and discharging Cr2. Then, the voltage 

across Cr2 reaches zero, the diode Dr2 conducts and the 

energy stored in the inductor Lr is transferred to dc bus. The 

inductor current (iLr) reaches zero and becomes negative, due 

to the reverse recovery energy from diode Dr2. At the instant 

that the reverse recovery energy is fully transferred to the 

inductor Lr, the diode Dr2 turns off and the inductor current 

circulates again through the capacitors Cr1 and Cr2, but now 

discharging Cr1 and charging Cr2. The voltage across Cr1 

reaches zero, the diode Dr1 conducts and there is power 

transfer to the dc source VCs. During this time interval, the 

switch Sr1 may be turned on to guarantee ZVS. 

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

This section presents some guidelines to design the 

auxiliary commutation circuits that compose the proposed 

UPS. 

A. Design of the Modified Undeland Snubber 

The design methodology for the modified Undeland 

snubber uses the following specifications: 

Vdc – nominal dc bus voltage; 

dis/dt|max – maximum rate of current change of the main 

switches; 

dvs/dt|max – maximum rate of voltage change across the 

main switches; 

Ip – maximum peak current of the converter legs; 

∆VCs – clamping capacitor voltage ripple; 

fs – switching commutation of the main switches. 

It is possible to design the main components of the 

modified Undeland snubber by using these specifications, as 

follows: 

Step 1 – Choose the clamping voltage of the modified 

Undeland snubber in the nominal operating point. The 

following range can be considered to avoid a significant 

voltage stress across the main switches: 

0.05 0.1dc Cs dcV V V≤ ≤ . (1) 

Step 2 – Determine the inductance Ls that limits the rate 

of current change of the main switches: 

max

= dc
s

s

V
L

di

dt

. 
(2) 

Step 3 – Compute the capacitances Cs1, Cs2 and Cs3, which 

limit the rate of voltage change across the main switches: 

( )1 2 3 1 2max ,s s sC C C f f= = =  (3) 
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  = + +         
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s ss
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s

V
f

dv
L
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Step 4 – Determine the maximum power PCs transferred 

from the switching losses to the clamping capacitor. 

The analytical computation of PCs is extremely complex 

due to the large number of variables that affect the power 

transferred by the snubber. Therefore, the easiest and 

efficient way to obtain a reliable estimate of this power level 

is to simulate the overall circuit, considering that: 

• UPS processes the maximum power level in normal 

mode, that is, nominal load is connected to the output, 

and the bidirectional converter operates as a step-

down converter to charge the battery bank; 

• capacitor Cs can be replaced by a dc voltage source VCs; 

• models of the components used in simulation must 

represent adequately the real behavior of the 

semiconductors employed in the converter (SPICE 

model); 

• simulation describes at least one operation cycle of 

the converter. 

Step 5 – Determine the minimum value of the clamping 

capacitor Cs to limit its voltage ripple at the specified value. 

The analytical computation of Cs depends on iCs, which 

cannot be easily solved analytically. Again, the easiest and 

efficient way to determine a reliable estimate of this current 

 
Fig. 4.  Equivalent circuit of the buck-boost QSC-ZVS converter. 
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is to simulate the overall circuit, considering the same 

conditions described at step 4 and: 

• replace the dc voltage source VCs by a capacitor Cs, 

whose capacitance is determined by simulation. An 

initial estimate for this capacitance to start the 

iterations can be given by: 

=
∆

Cs
s

Cs s Cs

P
C

V f V
; (6) 

• include the equivalent series resistance of the 

capacitor in the model; 

• connect a resistor Rd in parallel to the capacitor Cs to 

dissipate the energy stored in the capacitor. The 

resistance can be obtained by: 

2

= Cs
d

Cs

V
R

P
. (7) 

It is important to highlight that the capacitance to be used 

in practice can be greater than the value obtained from 

simulations. A larger capacitance does not affect the snubber 

performance, because it results in smaller clamping capacitor 

voltage ripple. In practical applications, the capacitor design 

is closely related to thermal restrictions so that it can be 

necessary to connect several capacitors to satisfy this 

condition. 

B. Design of the Buck-Boost QSC-ZVS Regenerative Converter 

The design methodology for the buck-boost QSC-ZVS 

converter, which is utilized to regenerate the energy stored in 

the clamping capacitor, is based on [25]. In addition to the 

specifications to design the modified Undeland snubber, the 

clamping capacitor voltage VCs and the maximum power PCs 

transferred from the switching losses to the clamping 

capacitor must be specified to design the regenerative circuit. 

Both variables are obtained from the snubber design. 

One can design the main components of the regenerative 

circuit by using these specifications, as follows: 

Step 1 – Choose the diode Dr2, whose maximum voltage 

is Vdc + VCs and the average current is: 

2
dc

Dr

Cs

V
I

P
= . (8) 

The reverse recovery time (trr), the rate of current change 

used in the reverse recovery test (did /dt) and the intrinsic 

junction capacitance (Cr2) are obtained from the datasheet of 

the selected diode. These values are used at the following 

steps. 

Step 2 – Determine the reverse recovery charge (Qrr) of 

the diode Dr2: 

2

3

drr
rr

dit
Q

dt

 
=  

 
. (9) 

Step 3 – Determine the nominal duty ratio of the buck-

boost converter from the following expression: 

dc
nom

dc Cs

V
D

V V
=

+
. (10) 

Step 4 – Compute the inductance Lr. 

( ) ( )
22

1r dc nomL a a b V D= − − −  (11) 

where: 

2
2 2

41

2 6
= + rr
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Q
a
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2

1

4
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b

f I
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(13) 

Step 5 – Choose the switch Sr1, whose maximum voltage 

is Vdc + VCs and the average current is: 

2
1

Cs s
Sr sw

r

V f
I t

L
=  (14) 

where: 

nom R r
sw

s Cs

D I L
t

f V
= −  (15) 

4

3

dc rr
R

r

V Q
I

L
= .

 

(16) 

The output capacitance of the selected switch (Cr1) is 

obtained from the datasheet. This value is used at the 

following step. 

Step 6 – Verify the soft-commutation condition, which is 

given by: 

( )( )
2

1 23

4

r r dc Cs
rr

dc

C C V V
Q

V

+ +
> . (17) 

If this condition is not satisfied, the regenerative circuit 

operates in dissipative mode. In this case, to obtain a ZVS 

converter it is necessary to return to Step 1 and to repeat the 

design procedure with another diode Dr2, which should have 

a larger reverse recovery time. 

Step 7 – Determine the duty ratio of Sr1, which should 

satisfy the following condition: 

min nomD D D< <  (18) 

where: 

min

4

3

s
nom r dc rr

Cs

f
D D L V Q

V
= − . (19) 

This duty ratio interval corresponds to the conduction 

period of Dr1, in which the switch Sr1 must be turned off to 

guarantee ZVS. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A prototype of the transformerless double-conversion 

UPS presented in Figure 3 was built in our lab. The UPS 

specifications are presented in Table I and the main 

components of this prototype are given in Table II. A closed-
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loop UPS was implemented to obtain a high input power 

factor at the normal operation mode and to synthesize an 

output voltage with reduced THD. 

Figure 5 shows the input voltage and current waveforms in 

the normal operation mode by connecting a 500 W resistive 

load to the UPS output. The input current THD is 3.4 % and 

the input power factor is 0.99, illustrating that the auxiliary 

commutation circuits do not affect the performance of the 

half-bridge rectifier. There is a small phase displacement 

between the input voltage and current waveforms because an 

LC filter was included at the UPS input to reduce high-

frequency harmonics. Figure 6 presents the output voltage 

and current waveforms in the normal operation mode with 

the same resistive load. The output voltage THD is 3.2 %, 

demonstrating that the performance of the output inverter is 

independent from the auxiliary commutation circuits. 

On the other hand, when the ac input supply is out of UPS 

preset tolerances, the step-down/step-up bidirectional 

converter operates as a boost converter to maintain the 

voltages across the dc bus capacitors regulated. Figure 7 

shows the voltage and current waveforms at the battery bank. 

The performance of the double-conversion UPS with the 

regenerative Undeland snubber circuit was analyzed in this 

paper. The efficiency of the proposed UPS was compared to 

the efficiency of a similar UPS with dissipative Undeland 

snubber. Figures 8 and 9 present the efficiency curves of 

both UPSs in normal mode and in backup mode, 

respectively. As can be seen in both figures, the results show 

that the regenerative snubber improves the efficiency around 

6% over a wide output power range. Moreover, the 

efficiency in backup mode is lower than the efficiency 

obtained in normal mode. This occurs because the battery 

bank current is higher than the input rms current for the same 

output power. 

One can also observe that it was not possible to obtain the 

nominal output power in backup mode. This occurs because 

the output power is derated in backup mode to comply with 

ratings of the semiconductors. However, it is worth 

mentioning that the regenerative Undeland snubber could 

operate with distinct semiconductors. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a new transformerless double-

conversion UPS, which uses a modified Undeland snubber to 

transfer the switching losses energy to a clamping capacitor 

and a simple buck-boost converter regenerates this energy to 

the dc bus. This topology has a higher efficiency by 

comparing it with dissipative snubbers. Moreover, the 

proposed topology also has some advantages by comparing it 

TABLE I 

UPS specifications 

vi = 127 Vrms Input voltage 

vo = 127 Vrms Output voltage 

vdc = 400 V DC bus voltage 

Vbat = 96 V Battery bank voltage 

Po = 1.3 kVA Nominal output power 

fs = 50 kHz Switching frequency 

 

TABLE II 

Main components 

S1 – S6, Sr1 IGBTs IRG4PF50WD 

D1 – D6, Dr1 
Ultrafast soft recovery diodes of IGBTs 

IRG4PF50WD 

DS1 – DS6, Dr2 Diodes: HFA16TB120 

Cs1 – Cs3 Polypropylene capacitor: 4.7 nF 

Cdc1, Cdc2 Electrolytic capacitor: 680 µF 

Cs Electrolytic capacitor: 2 x 470 µF 

Co Polypropylene capacitor: 5 x 1 µF 

Li, Lb, Lo Toroidal iron powder inductor: 560 µH 

Lr Ferrite inductor: 40 µH 

Ls Ferrite inductor: 0.5 µH 

 

 
Fig. 5.  UPS in normal mode: input voltage and current waveforms  

(50 V/div, 5 A/div, 5 ms/div). 

 
Fig. 6.  UPS in normal mode: output voltage and current waveforms 

(50 V/div, 5 A/div, 5 ms/div). 

 
Fig. 7.  UPS in backup mode: voltage and current in the battery 

bank (20 V/div, 10 A/div, 10 µs/div). 
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with soft-commutation cells presented in the literature, which 

are: 

• robust structure with only one controlled switch; 

• auxiliary switch operates with independent pulse-

width modulation and constant duty cycle; 

• low clamping voltage across the capacitor; 

• simple design procedure with few restrictions. 

The experimental results included in the paper show that 

the regenerative snubber improves the efficiency around 6% 

over a wide output power range. With these features, the 

authors believe that the proposed regenerative snubber circuit 

can be very useful for several UPS applications. 
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Fig. 8.  Efficiency curve of the UPS in normal mode. 
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Fig. 9.  Efficiency curve of the UPS in backup mode. 
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